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THE COMPANY
Introduction to Company
We want to run all Businesses under a Company named DAOverse Games, which will
be founded once the Proposal is successfully funded. Since the two Founders are
based in Germany and Dubai, the company is to be founded in
one of those two countries. the complex and not very crypto
friendly system in Germany denies a founding in Germany. This
in Mind we will create a Dubai Freezone Company once we have
the base funding for the creation of the Company.
All Businesses will be lead from Germany and Dubai by the CEO
Patrick Schnelle (1337ALchimist, Germany) and the CDO Shady
Metwaly (KuzoIV/PundixSherif, Dubai).
Once We are fully launched and created our own blockchain
DVG, we start the transformation to a DAO company structure. The DVG will be used
for every economic feature of the DAOverse and will be used as base for DAO
governance voting procedures per Staking in a voting contract, Business Risk and
Income will be divided to the owners of the staked tokens this way . The Ultimate Goal
is to fully decentralize this company and make us founders redundant.

What are DAOs?
DAOs are an effective and safe way to work with like-minded folks around the globe.
Think of them like an internet-native business that's collectively owned and managed
by its members. They have built-in treasuries that no one has the authority to access
without the approval of the group. Decisions
are governed by proposals and voting to
ensure everyone in the organization has a
voice. There's no CEO who can authorize
spending based on their own whims and no
chance of a dodgy CFO manipulating the
books. Everything is out in the open and the
rules around spending are baked into the
DAO via its code.

Why do we need DAOs?
Starting an organization with someone
that involves funding and money requires a
lot of trust in the people you're working with.
But it’s hard to trust someone you’ve only
ever interacted with on the internet. With
DAOs you don’t need to trust anyone else in the group, just the DAO’s code, which is
100% transparent and verifiable by anyone.
This opens up so many new opportunities for global collaboration and coordination.
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A comparison
DAO

A traditional organization

Usually flat, and fully democratized.

Usually hierarchical.

Voting required by members for any changes to
be implemented.
Votes tallied, and outcome implemented
automatically without trusted intermediary.
Services offered are handled automatically in
a decentralized manner (for example
distribution of philanthropic funds).
All activity is transparent and fully public.

Depending on structure, changes
can be demanded from a sole party,
or voting may be offered.
If voting allowed, votes are tallied
internally, and outcome of voting
must be handled manually.
Requires human handling, or
centrally controlled automation,
prone to manipulation.
Activity is typically private, and
limited to the public.

(Ref. 1)

Business Description
DAOverse Games understands itself as social driven Game and Blockchain
Development Company. We will create the DAOverse initial Gaming World and NFTs.
We will organize the marketing to make the NFT sales a success and build a
community as well as providing the technical solutions that the DAOverse will need
after launching.

Our Creed
the idea behind the DAOverse is quite simple,
but the goal is so incredible big and the
execution might be one of the most complex
that was tried so far.
we want to make the world a better place
and try to give every person, regardless of
gender, ethnicity, wealth and heritage the same
chances of social acceptance, prosperity and
equality.
to find a home if they have none, to find
shelter if needed, to bring joy in their lives,
to make friends and create a family, to grow
themselves into helping others.
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Business Model
The Business Model is split into three sections.
SECTION I - CREATE AND SELL NFTS

The first section of the Business Model creates the base value stream. Game-ready
3D-Models are created in BlenderTM and are placed as NFTs on-chain. Those can be
bought and minted by on-chain contract and on to be connected secondary
Marketplaces (e.g. opensea.io or rarible.com). There will be different Kinds of NFTs
(e.g. characters, real estate and items) that can be used in various uses cases of the
DAOverse.
SECTION II – CREATION OF THE BLOCKCHAIN COIN

The second Section describes the value provided by the release and trading of the
Blockchain Coin DVG. The ICO will provide an initial financing, while the availability
for trading at DEXs and CEXs will provide an inflow of funds.
SECTION III – TRADING OF NFTS AND PREMIUMS

After the NFTs are in circulation there are user desires to buy, sell or trade them
on secondary markets (e.g. opensea.io or rarible.com). Every NFT transaction will
provide the DAO with a premium and generate income for the shareholders.
The DAOverse tokenomics will provide the users with a play to earn (Game) and earn
by support (supporting development, creating content) mechanism, while the usage of
the DAOverse (e.g. a game) will consume some DVG which will be redistributed to the
shareholders. Active Gamers and content creators will always earn more than pay for
the services.

Business Growth Opportunities
The target market is young, heavily growing and has almost infinite growth potential.
There are a very limited number of companies targeting the market right now and the
business growth opportunity is on highest level right now.
The pioneer NFT projects showed that there the demand is there and is aiming to
reach another level.

The Founders
CEO: 1337ALCHIMIST

I am Patrick Schnelle. 37 years old and living in Hamburg, Germany. I studied chemistry
at the university of Bielefeld, Germany. After my decision to stop pursuing the PhD I
continued with studying quality and project management. Once I achieved my degrees I
was Quality engineering for 6 years in one of the biggest health company of the world
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Johnson&Johnson. Since only one job was boring I studied markets, insurance and
investment and got my official authorization as full-fledged insurance and investment
broker while working at J&J. I achieved the degree in 2015 and am working as selfemployed investment broker ever since.
In 2015 3 Engineering/IT colleagues and I founded the company InnoSpark GmbH which
aimed to create a bridge between Startups and Venture Capital by creating a Startup
Network and relay it to venture capital funds and investors including management of
all transaction flows. We had the problem that we relied too much on our CTO which
was providing the server infrastructure and later became a toxic member of our
founders table resulting in the loss of our first safe big business case and the
disbanding of the company.
This year I had the idea of the DAOverse and I quit my full time engineering job to
fulfill the requirements of a CEO and buy me a dog (Mycroft, super sweet beagle puppy)
of my FX rewards. Now I work on the DAOverse and as self-employed investment broker.
I am a 1st day investor of functionx (shark size) and was starting with pundix some
months before that.
Currently I do all the CEO and concept work. Starting from building the company,
trademarking the products, managing the media accounts, directing the development of
the Story and do the networking.
Since I have quiet some years of experience in singing, recording and voice acting I also
speak the narrator and produce the videos and trailers that you can find on twitter
and YouTube.
If you didn’t see them yet. You will also find them at the end of this Whitepaper in the
Link Section.

DEO: PUNDIX SHERIF / KUZOIV

I am Shady Metwaly. I studied interior design at AU in United Arab Emirates just
because I loved artwork and thought it will be cooler than studying graphics and did
xD.
So I worked in several companies about 6 in past 5 years gaining experiences and
getting more networks. So in these years I were jumping from software to another so
I had chance to master
large list of software (Feeling lucky). So while roaming around I thought to dig in for
artwork as I really like anime (Japanese Anime).
So with time ongoing I started creating 3D characters and Game Maps. It actually
turned from side hobby to major hobby as I enjoy every bit and part of time am working
on it and crypto market had helped me a lot with it as am working now as freelance
interior designer and living on passive income.
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With all that said when I earned blindbox guardianship (Thanks to FX community)
I were so happy and went even more happy when DAOverse invented.
So I had been working on all Designs and artwork for characters and map designs and
will continue working on it further on line as this to me is more of enjoying my time
than being a job or role.
Just small thing am a cat person who loves cat as hell so don’t be surprised to see a
cat or two in the game, hehe maybe kitty world who knows xD, Peace!

MOVE FAST AND BREAK THINGS
Moving into a new created market is like jumping into an ocean without
knowing how well you can swim.
We believe that we can not only swim but also can outswim most of the
current competition by creating the highest quality work of the current
market and break the current standards.
The upcoming months and years are crucial for the success and positioning
of the business.
<<Let’s move fast and break things>>
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INDUSTRY AND MARKET ANALYSIS
Industry structure
Cryptocurrencies are an electronic medium of exchange that can be traded by
different trading groups via digital currency exchanges. A growing list of altcoins has
seen a proliferation of cryptocurrency exchanges emerge over the last decade as
regulations In many countries around the world struggle to comprehend with
appropriate investor protection rules. Although there is no central authority to
register these exchanges, it is estimated that there are currently up to five hundred
exchanges in circulation, characterized by varying platforms, geographical reach, and
compliance with regulatory frameworks. Cryptocurrency markets share many similar
characteristics with both foreign exchange and equity markets such as limit
orderbooks and matching algorithms, and exchanges that can be both centralized or
decentralized. As these markets are still in their infancy, what shape or form they will
take in future will depend on a combination of acceptance from consumers, the
investment community, as well as worldwide regulators. (Ref.2)

Market trends
The short-term market trend was hyped in the last months went into a retracement
and is currently stabilizing. In midterm we have to calculate with a bear market, since
the young market seem to follow a 4 year cycle depending heavily on BTC halving cycles.
The long term projection is very positive and is still in the early adopters phase
bringing a massive potential to the table.

(Ref.3)
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NFT Art Market Analysis and Insights:
The Global NFT Art market is anticipated to rise at a considerable rate during the
forecast period, between 2021 and 2026. In 2020, the market is growing at a steady
rate and with the rising adoption of strategies by key players, the market is expected
to rise over the projected horizon.
According to the latest study, the 2021 growth of NFT Art will have significant
change from previous year. By the most conservative estimates of global NFT Art
market size (most likely outcome) will be a year-over-year revenue growth rate of % in
2021, from USD million in 2020. Over the next five years the NFT Art market will
register a % CAGR in terms of revenue, the global market size will reach USD million
by 2026.
This report presents a comprehensive overview, market shares, and growth
opportunities of NFT Art market by product type, application, key players and key
regions and countries.
Report elaborates the market size, market characteristics, and market growth of the
NFT Art industry, and breaks down according to the type, application, and consumption
area of NFT Art. The report also introduces players in the industry from the
perspective of the industry chain and marketing chain and describes the leading
companies. (Ref.4)
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NFT Art Market Statistics

(Ref.5)
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Competitive Analysis
I asked myself if I wanted to write a
competitive analysis and I decided only to
name it competitive that everybody know what
we are speaking of.
I don’t think there are competitors at this
early stage of the market. If you looked into
the communities it is full of collaborations
and no one is competing in that terms. The
market right now is too big for the current
projects, the market is in an actual need of
big projects that can still the hunger for
those projects.
If you want to note some Projects that are
going into the AAA world but are not in the
same world building as us are
• Stormrite
• Aurory
• Illuvium
• Spider Tanks
Then there is Star Atlas which has the most
common base and the Kind of Quality we want
to compare with. But they have a different
target customer Group, so they are not really
a competitor as well. But they have collected
about 20M in their 1st sale which can be used
as target for our Main Sale.

(Ref.6)
At Last I want to mention Lepasa. Those
guys are building Game-ready NFTs like us. But
they didn’t say anything about building a
world yet, just NFTs and a crypto coin coming
there. The Quality of the NFTs is not quite as
high as ours, but I would say its in the same
category. They did a collaboration with
coinmarketcap and are from 0 to almost 100k
twitter followers and 2.2 MILLION CMC
watchlists in about 3 months. This is what we
can look out for.
We aim to have the better Quality or at
least the better use cases if we have the same
Quality. This is the World we are pushing in.

INNOVATE
We believe to be on the highest
innovative level, regarding the
use
cases,
the
interblockchain-connectivity via the
FXcore and the connection to
real life applications like the
XPos.

#BUIDL QUALITY
We aim to bring the highest
quality of NFTs and services
to the market. That’s why we
build ultra-detailed 3d-models
as characters instead of the
“easy money grab” versions of
randomized 2d jpgs that
dominate the NFT market right
now.

PUSH ADOPTION
Make every aspect of the
DAOverse adoptable by anyone.
If my Mother wants to go into
the DAOverse it should be as
easy as using an app on her
phone.
In
addition
the
DAOverse shall be brought to
the mobile World using the
award winning OS of FunctionX.

STAY FOCUSED
#Buidl no matter what. If the
market goes into a bear market
phase, it shall not affect the
development of the DAOverse.
We come here to stay and
create the biggest and most
used
blockchain
based
metaverse of the market.
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Product and MARKETING PLAN
Product and Distribution Strategy
Our first main product, the DAOverse Character NFTs, will be mintable through a
contract connected homepage dApp via metamask or FXwallet. Plan is to integrate
payment through every FX-bridge connected chain and make those connected coins
available for payment if this is made possible in the FX wallet. A further distribution
can be planned for open secondary markets like opensea or rarible. The upcoming NFT
marketplace of FoxGaming that will be working on FXcore is planned to be a cooperation
as well.
Prior to the official main launch of the DAOverse Character NFTs we have a
cooperation with Blindboxproject. The minted
Blindbox NFTs will act as a voucher at our
launch and can be used as presale NFT. Every
Blindbox NFT Holder will get the according
DAOverse NFT as airdrop at the DAOverse Main
launch.
Our next Main Products will be NFTs that
can be used in the World. As land ownership
rights, real estate and Item NFTs will bring the
possibility of creating a real home in the
DAOverse. Those will be created and sold over
the DAOverse/FXcore internal NFT marketplace
and payment shall be available for FX, Pundix,
Purse and our System Coin DVG.
All NFT products will be released, extended, minted or reprinted in Editions
comparable to Card game Extensions like in “Magic: the GatheringTM” or similar games.
The last Main Product is this System Coin DVG, there will be a discussion if this
coin will be a utility token on FXcore or a FXcore multichain, maybe it will start as
token and at a later stage will be transformed into a blockchain coin once the demand
is met (like external developers want to build their utility tokens for their services on
top of the DAOverse chain)
Our main secondary product is the DAOverse “Franchise Main World”. This world is
a unreal engine 5 based RPG and 2nd life like world which we plan to distribute via free
download.
Please look into DAOverse Franchise Abstract for a detailed description. There are
many use cases and a full “play to earn” and “service to earn” economy beside our
“simple” game plans.
Another secondary product will be a marketplace where external developers and
service providers can offer dApps, minigames and services or connect them to our
Metaverse for a premium using our blockchain.
To make the Bridge from the Blockchain Metaverse to the Real World we plan to
have a DVG integration in the XPos Systems of PundiXLabs so that everybody who
earned their DVG in the Metaverse can actually buy their bread for it in real life.
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Another Real life connection is the possibility to order their Characters, Real
Estate, Item NFTs in a Shop. These Assets will be available in the real world as 3Dprinted high Quality Items. Everybody who “needs” or just want this can place their
beloved character or self-build Metaverse House in the showcase at home or print
them small to use them in a table top game like WarhammerTM for example. Maybe a
creative community member will develop a tabletop adaption at a later stage for the
DAOverse and will be rewarded in DVG.

Pricing Strategy
The Pricing is a result of the Market research and the minting prices are placed on
the lower end of the price region of sold out projects of the last months since we
want to be affordable for everyone and build a healthy global community. We would
have the Quality to raise the price, but our social orientation requires a fair and lower
price. It’s the community and activity that counts, not the release prices.
Product Prices
Products

Count

Chain

Price

Blindbox NFT

7,777
(closed at 47)

ETH

ETH (100$ - 200$)

Blindbox NFT #2

7,777

Polygon

Matic (100$ - 200$)

TBD

FXcore

FX (100$ - 200$)

TBD

FXcore

FX (0.1$-1$ per m²)

TBD

FXcore

FX (1$ - 1,337$)

DAOverse Item NFT

TBD

FXcore

FX (1$ - 1,337$)

DAOverse Gold (DVG)

7,916,874,529

FXcore

$ 0.01 FX Presale

DAOverse Gold (DVG)

7,916,874,529

FXcore

$ 0.02 Main Sale

DAOverse
Character NFT
DAOverse
Land Ownership NFT
DAOverse
Real Estate NFT

The count of the DAOverse Coins is the number of the World population at the
Minute of the Creation of this Whitepaper to reflect the vision to reach every human
being equally (Ref. 7).
There are different concepts of the exact Tokenomics to discuss with the DAO
including all Stake- and Shareholders and the FX Team. Since we are really early in
the pre-launch phase it won’t be useful to release a fixed statement about the
tokenomics.
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Advertising and Promotion options
- deep work with Twitter, Youtube and Tiktok Influencer (starting from 300$ up to
100.000$)
- getting an Brand Ambassador Influencer on Board (offering mint %)
- professional Discord building and Community Management through a Team
- working around a Whitelist for early minting etc.
- % RETURNING to holders via re-distribution, Floor Buyback, Holder only Giveaways,
Holder Airdrops etc.
- Collaborations with multiple successful NFT projects
- mass shilling on NFT target groups and NFT Whale Chats (Discord, Twitter, TG)
(starting from 500$ up to 10.000$)
- listings on high quality NFT Calendar and Drop pages (from 300$ to 10.000$)
- working together with several NFT Communities like FMC or NFT-Culture (from
1000$ ~ average cost)
- press Article releases on multiple Crypto and NFT pages
- Daily Social Media Content
- communication about P2E options of the game (people love P2E)
- communication about the Coin
- professional Reddit Marketing
- Instagram and Facebook Ad Campaigns (from 500$ to 50.000$)
- Times Square Billboard Event (10.000$ ~)
- free NFT airdrop for holders
- communication about the DAO and regularly votings
- NFT is a ticket to an exclusive part of the Homepage and Discord, where people can
get insider Infos, hints, behind the scenes footage and access to REAL LIFE
EVENTS!
- exclusive Merch for Holders only ( 12.000$ ~)
- weekly and bi-weekly Community Contests (Invite Contest, Meme Contest, Fan-Art
Contest etc.)
- weekly and bi-weekly Giveaways
- strong community building through strong participation in decision-making and
future plans
- Chat engagers and Community motivators (500$ bi-weekly ~)
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Marketing Plan
The key to a successful NFT project lies not only in the quality of the artwork and
the use cases, it depends A LOT about its community!
The supreme discipline lies in a professionally designed social media presence, a
targeted USP-oriented communication to the outside and the most in building a very
strong Discord Community.
Our goal for the marketing & community team is to understand and address the
emotional
intelligence
of
potential
investors.
Building early relations with several
high
quality
NFT
projects,
good
Influencers
and
a
transparent
communication about our project, will give
us the kick-start we need to reach the
interest
of
our
future
DAOverse
fellowship.
Regular Giveaways, Contests and
Votings will keep the Community active and
give them early rewards, as well as a
possible chance to get an early minting
“Whitelist” spot. Marketing Events like
promoted Ads, Youtube & Tiktok Videos, a
Billboard on the Time Square and working
together with several NFT Communities
will provide us the chance to reach the
right target groups. The Marketing Team
will be split in two different parts - 1.
Social Media presence and 2. Community
building, both are unavoidable and necessary.
The NFT providing an “Ticket” to exclusive Events, informations and Drops, will give
the community a reason to hodl or even STAKE their NFTs, to profit on a long run and
push the project even further.
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PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
1.
Equipment and Production
For the NFT and Content Production we have already Licensed diverse Tools and
bought the technical Equipment out of our own pockets to create every NFT on highest
possible Quality and licensed them for company use. NFTs are created in BlenderTM and
to reach the highest possible
grade of detail the world will
be built in Unreal Engine 5tm.
Since the team will work
remote from all around and are
solely focused on digital
products no special Equipment
other than computer and Homeoffices are needed.
The Server structure will be
hosted services at the start
and
upgraded
with
the
incremental development.
(Ref.8)

Organizational Structure and Procedures
The Organization is currently led by the 2 founders as CEO and DEO, 2 people are
writing the story, written content and are currently led by the CEO. A Marketing
Officer will join the ranks after funding and will lead the marketing and social media
strategy and execution only reporting to the CEO. In the pre-DAO phase the CEO is
responsible for all financial planning and release of funds. After the DAO is
functional the power will be decentralized.

Human Resources
Right now The Team consists of 5 people as soon as we are funded by the EGF, and
shall be raised to at least 10 people after funding. The Focus will be the upgrade of
the social media team to build the community prior to the launches of the NFTs and the
Blockchain and the NFT and Game development to get into Profit and sell out the first
NFT series as soon as possible. We plan to hire at least two 3D-designers, two
programmers and one lead game designer.
Still a CTO has to be found to lead the Programming section of the DAOverse and
blockchain development. We will speak to the FunctionX Team if maybe one Team member
wants and can join our ranks to intensify our bond to the Blockchain Team. We want
to #build this. Together.
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FINANCIAL PLAN
Financial Projections and EGF funding Proposal
The Most influential part in this are the costs of Human resources and the
Marketing/Community Building.

Projected costs 01/2022-06/2022

3%4%
Human resources

23%

marketing
licensing

70%

operations

With an quarterly cost projection of around 260,000 USD for salaries of a full team
and 85,000 for Marketing prior to the main NFT release in July over 90% of the
projected costs are in these two categories.

Human resources 01/2022-06/2022

8%
Design

23%

38%

Programming
Operations and Marketing
editorial staff

31%
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To ensure the salaries for the whole Team of one year we need to have an estimate
1,040,000 USD in treasury, since we can say that we wont have a full Team right from
the beginning as it will take time to find the right persons for long term, we would
have to hire external development power to get to the time of NFT Main Sale as soon
as possible. In the estimated Case we can launch with an active community in July 2022
and sell out the 7777 Blindbox NFTs by then. The additional income of approx. 1M USD
out of the Blindbox Sales will give enough financial room to ensure the salaries for
the second half of the year.
In Best Case we have a high demand and we will need to kick off the 1st regular
edition right away which will lead to another 500k-1M in inflows.
Therefore we want to propose for a starting payment IN 02/2022 of a 6 month
period to safely pay the salaries for 6 months and reach the NFT sale point in early
Q3 2022, to be exact we request the payment of
Salaries
Marketing
Operations
Licensing, etc.
Total

Payment 01
520,000
50,000
30,000
23,000
623,000

Payment 02
40,000
10,000
50,000

Payment 03
40,000
10,000
50,000

Payment 04
40,000
10,000
50,000

Payment 05
40,000
10,000
50,000

The Payment 01, 623,000 directly at the end of the Proposal Voting, is mainly
needed to build the company and contract the Developers, The Marketing plan will
start will finding collaborations / Influencer / Ambassadors and building the
community. following payments are bound to The progress of the DAOverse and mainly
needed for marketing and operations.
We propose that every 60 finished NFTs will be a good timing to set up the next
payment for next phase Marketing that we can kickoff a sellout in July and from that
point on are in our own full monetarization plan and don’t need any more funding.
The next step in Monetarization will be the creation of the DVG coin, which will be
launched at around 10-12 months from the start in February. Other projects show
that such a launch with an active community can easily generate inflows of 5-20 Million
USD. The exact tokenomics and launch plan are to be discussed with the DAOverse, FX
teams and the Shareholders.
Around 25k will be in a liquid wallet for all expenses like licenses, marketing or
employee wages.
200k will go into the soon to be founded DAOverse FX Validator where the
generated income will cover the daily costs or will be compounded into the validator.
Every FX coin that is not needed in that time will flow in to a 2nd liquidity wallet
where We will act as market maker, e.g. on the very popular Kucoin exchange which
really has liquidity problems to help the growth of FX trading volume. This wallet can
also be used to provide Liquidity for other Exchanges (DEX, CEX) and for merchants
once the economic system is in place.
If any expense is needed it will first be drawn out of the
• 1st liquidity wallet (25k wallet)
• the validator profits (flowing into 1st liquidity wallet or back into the
validator if 1st liquidity wallet exceeds 25k)
• 2nd liquidity wallet (market maker)
• (only as LAST RESORT) validator
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DAOverse Franchise Main World
The Profile creation
The Profile can be created on the Homepage and will have four levels of activation.
1. Create a pseudonym Profile with FXcore address and chosen unique Profile Name.
a. General services as Forum and Marketplaces can be used with this level
b. Access to DEX, services and Games will be prohibited.
2. Register a Character NFT with this Profile – NFT goes in stake mode (2days
cooldown period to avoid login / trade double uses)
a. Games and non-critical-financial services will be available in addition to
level 1 Profile
b. critical financial Services will be prohibited.
3. Take the https://16personalities.com test (we are officially allowed to use the
result in our metaverse by the creators NERIS Analytics Limited) and put the
Result into the Profile
a. Individualized content will occur in the games and special social rooms
will be opened for each personality type
(for example I personally am ENFP-A, Campaigner, Diplomat,
https://www.16personalities.com/enfp-personality),
this will create a total unique social and gaming experience
b. DEX and critical financial services will still be prohibited.
4. Make a full KYC process
a. All critical financial services will be available

The Character creation
first of all you mint a random row of 8 numbers like the Blindboxproject NFT gives
us this
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now we have rolled the following stats from top to bottom
str 4
dex 2
wis 9
int 4
cha 2
energy 0
health 2
luck 9
Main stats are str dex wis int and cha
secondary energy and health
+ Luck Roll as prefix stat
with these stats we now go into a decision tree that looks like this for the example
blindbox 42

and find the subclass that matches these numbers, if a number is tied for the
decision a dice will be rolled to get a clear decision. For these decisions we will create
and upload rollthedice-events as video content to our YouTube channel. Every single
Blindbox NFT and owner is something special to us so you will all get your Rolls
casted by Hand on video. Stay tuned for live events and video releases... there are
only 7777 Blindbox NFTs in the pre-mint Sale that could act as voucher for the NFT
and games.
back to our Roll:
we have a clear leading WIS roll and a tied 2nd roll with STR and INT. so we look
into our tree and see that it will become either a druid or a monk
let’s say the Decision of the Dice roll in the rollthedice-events turns out to be a
druid, then we look into the next stats to determine a subclass
STR is the 3rd main stat so we go into the STR category of druid and look which
subclass is given to us by the secondary stats
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we have both energy and health at 0-4 level, so the decision goes to Keeper
subclass
last thing is the prefix = rarity multiplicator

we have rolled a 9 at luck, so we will get the prefix legendary
So this blindbox #42 is minting a "legendary Keeper"
You may have noticed the subclass "Protector of the Realm" has another color in
the Tree. This subclass is a premium subclass, while keeper, enhancer and awakener are
the standard subclasses of the STR category of the druid class.
These premium subclasses come with something special and are the rarest of the
subclasses. a perfect mint would be a "legendary premium subclass".
it’s hard, but not impossible to get one. to find out the chances look into the table
below.
there are 20 classes, each have 3 categories which have 3 standard and 1 premium
subclass. There are 240 subclasses in Total.

If you don’t get the class you might wanted, it’s no problem. once we are further in
development we will launch an own marketplace with super low fees, that there can be
an active trading community like its done in Magic the Gathering for example.
As all NFTs are minted it’s not the end, there will be an active development like you
all know it from MTG or hearthstone with new Editions and new dimensions, worlds
and special events. But you can be sure that an Alpha Edition mint would have more
collectors worth than others.

The “Main Franchise World”
After the profile creation and staking of a character NFT the user can log into our
Main Franchise World, the game will check which NFT is staked and unlocks the
character for usage.
The starting World is a RPG based world with a fantasy/steampunk touch in “Unreal
Engine 5TM”. For Story details read the abstract “Base Storyline”.
In this World the Main City “Teel” will be the new home for the “stranded”
characters. There will be a full fledged bookable storyline which is already in
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development by 2 professional writers. For more detail have a look into the following
Abstracts “The World Story” and “the first ingame Questline”.
The City of Teel will be the Base of the Storyline and community. Teel will be a full
fledged city where the users can do many things. First of all there will be a RPG
Storyline about the Origin of the “Outworlders” their new home Teel and the
development and exploration of this region to find a new home.
The second part of the game will be an arena PVP system which we plan to make
esport friendly and competitive. Both parts have play to earn benefits.
The City of Teel offers various services in the public buildings, like direct access
to the FX-DEX and NFT Marketplace, places to meet in social activities like conference
and video rooms or concert halls. If the demand is met it should be possible to have
online music concerts or other shows in these Buildings too. These Buildings consume
DVG depending on the use.
The conference rooms can be used for networking and finding new friends or to
talk to people with the same personalities, since no one is alone on this world, you
maybe just didn’t found someone like you before. The personality test based social
media channel will encourage this social experience like no one did before.
An Arcade like Building can work as an “ingame” dApp Store to bring external
developers into the system that offer their services and games. This also would bridge
the Metaverse to the Mobile World that is in development under the BOB Phone
Android DUAL-OS.
An Academy could be build to offer special classes. One English User can accredit
at the DAO for a teacher role for example and offer English classes for non-English
speaking people to earn some DVG. This would be true for many classes to bring
knowledge into the world to people that may not have access to school but have a
smart phone. This could be paid by for example altruistic donations.
Therefore we will encourage the organization of welfare projects in or for the real
world.
The city starts small but will grow with every user and every participation in the
game or development service from the users.
The City will have settlements where the users can buy their own land and build
individualized houses on their ground. Therefore we will launch the real estate and
item NFTs to create a homely place in the DAOverse.
The City will develop one step at a time and new districts will be unlocked with the
progress of the games and new editions.
Let’s #Buidl this world. Together.

The World Story (Story-Spoiler)
Please follow the Story as it evolves daily on the WIKI.
https://www.worldanvil.com/w/teel-shikaka/a/teel-article
Teel (also The Peninsula of Teel, Perah in Juru language) is a sparsely populated
peninsula in the North Western region of the Infinite Sands . The peninsula covers
several climate zones, though most of the continent is a deserted area due to the
seasonal Wave and the following hot spell. Its capital, the Free City of Teel, is located
in the coastal area in the North East.
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Teel has forever been the home of the undying Juru people who live in harmony with
the local flora and fauna. Since the arrival of the first few hundred Settlers in the
last century, modernism and urbanization changed the way of living in the country.
1. Etymology:
The word Teel originally meant home or house in the Juru culture. A
misunderstanding at the first encounter between Juru and Settlers from Harkom lead
to the renaming of the country. The Juru readapted the lovely misinterpretation as a
sign of respect and friendship.
The old Juru name for the peninsula is Perah, a name that only very traditional
Juru people use to distance themselves from the modern Teel.
2. Geography and Biomes:
The peninsula of Teel is shaped by the coming and going of the seasonal Wave in the
Ago Sea . The Wave frequently floods the Eastern Coast and the Infinite Sands , which
extend from the East to the South East of the country. In the North, the Wave is
detained from flooding the land by the great Impatient Peaks mountain range. It is
unknown what lies on the continent beyond the Infinite Sands or how wide the area
actually is. Current plans for Sun Two incorporate the exploration of the rest of the
continent in the South East. The Southern border of the land is shaped by volcanic
cliffsides (The Black Teeth of Gendal) and the currently active Cauldron volcano. It
is unknown if some native Juru people still have settlements in the area.
There is only one known inhabited island about 5 kilometers West from the Coast
(the Ochintis Dynasty). The island is only partly flooded by the seasonal Wave, which
the inhabitants of Ochintis adapted to with villages on stags and rafts.
Several climate zones and habitats give place for a distinctive flora and fauna in
Teel. The Juru people from the different areas adapted to the environment and
established a diverse culture, with traditions varying from village to village.

the first ingame Questline (Story-Spoiler)
INTRO

„Equipped with skills to master a multitude of challengers, you are in touch with
the Athem – whether you label it that way or even care about its existence. Long has
this connection allowed you to excel in the world you call home. Now it beckons you
elsewhere.
As you start to dissolve, thoughts of everything you are suddenly forced to
abandon rush through your mind. In vain, your body tries to fight what cannot be
stopped: After a brief moment of nothingness, you re-emerge; unscathed, yet without
the slightest sense of direction. Although you are slowly adjusting to your new
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surroundings, you fail to fully comprehend what has happened to you. Where you are,
why you came here and what you can achieve as a stranger in a strange land is for
yourself to find out....“
NARRATIVE

–
–
–

A short prelude for player characters to establish that they all come from
different worlds
Sets up that only characters connected to Athem ( = warriors of some kind) are
transported to Teel
Every player character was torn out of their respective native world rather
abruptly

PROLOGUE

Welcome to Teel
Explorer Route

01 This Charming Man
SCENARIO

By a hillside desolate, in vicinity of the foreboding 'Cauldron', a player character
sets foot onto the peninsula of Teel for the first time after arriving through a
mysterious rift. They are greeted by a charismatic salesman named Nats, who set up
shop with the help of two young men, Suno and Dubo, not that long ago. Nats does his
best to keep up a cheerful fassade, but business is far from boomin'.
Compared to others, this rift seems to be activated rather seldomly, while the area
itself is hot and humid – circumstances regularly bemoaned by Nats' juvenile helpers.
The harsh terrain near the foot of the 'Cauldron' is particularly thankless when it
comes to logistics. This is why Nats is unable to offer huge or heavy wares (like most
weapons), specializing in small items out of necessity instead. Worst of all, he failed
to consider that his intended target audience - new characters from other worlds arrives completely destitute.
With (almost) unwavering optimism, Nats nevertheless pleads to make his new
business venture work... as failure would mean his humbled return into the monotone
grind of Teel's steadily growing beaurocracy.
NARRATIVE

–

–
–

Nats welcomes the player character and explains what just happened to them in
a reassuring speech: Rifts and how they seem to function is established rather
vaguely „It's gruesome that someone so fascinating should care, but....“: Quite
excited and maybe a tad in awe, Nats explains the importance and usage of Athem
to the player character
Nats informs the player character of the grave disadvantages they will face in
Teel should they not possess a charmstone, as it is needed for Athem intake
A few charmstones are among Nats' wares, but they exceed the freshly arrived
player characters' possibilities (financially)
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–

Nats invites player characters to check out his outpost nonetheless, as he
would appreciate an honest opinion. Talking to Nats again completes this quest

GAMEPLAY

–
–
–
–
–

Dialogue system is introduced
Asking and answering questions, changing conversation partners, the option to
choose sides and express opinions regarding a certain topic (eg. judging the work
ethic of Nats' helplings or the prospects of his business in general)
First given quest (+ introduction of quest log)
Free roam in a small area (Nats' Trading Outpost)
Possibly the introduction of a minigame and / or collectibles (eg. parts of
newspapers to deepen lore or inform players of future POIs)
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ROADMAP
(with projected timings if the proposal is Paid in full at end of January, timings may
delay if paid in tranches or lesser amounts)

Phase I
•

Start Minting Process with Blindboxproject NFTs - Done

•

create Character classes and Subclasses Lists - Done

•

create the #rollthedice Decision Tree - Done

•

create the Behind the scenes Videos - January

•

create the first 3d Model of each class - Done

•

create the Lore and World Map - February 2022

•

launch Homepage - Done

•

create all 3d Models for the Alpha edition - June 2022

•

create the #rollthedice and class reveal events and videos - 4 videos per
month

•

create the NFTs on the blockchain - July 2022

•

create a low fee marketplace for dynamic Trading possibilities- collaboration in
progress (will be ready with launch of full first nft series)

•

airdrop the DAOverse NFTs to the Blindbox NFT Holders - July 2022

•

increase marketing Effort - February 2022

•

enlarge Social media Team - February 2022

Phase II
(no start before NFTs are minted or getting funded by EGF)
•

found “daoverse games” as official company - Q1 2022

•

worlwide trademark “Daoverse” - Q1 2022

•

increase developers team if necessary - Q1 2022

•

development of the first game - Start in Q1, 6 months for first increment

•

development of DAOverse Blockchain - 6 months? maybe faster, depending on
FX development
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•

development of DAOverse governance process - 1 months after Blockchain
launch

•

Release of DAOverse Blockchain coin - with Blockchain launch

•

connection of DAOverse Blockchain coin to the markets - 1-3 dex and cex for
launch Q3 2022

•

List DAOverse coin on XPOS retail point of sale systems - TBD

•

List DAOverse coin on DEXes and CEXes - Q3 2022

•

Release DAO voting platform - TBD

•

Finalize the first Game with the community on the DAO platform - december

•

Release of 2nd or 3rd Editions if the demand is high - TBD after NFT launch in
July

•

Release of the first game - TBD

Phase III (Start: Working DAO, blockchain and 1st game)
•

DAO proposals for extension of the DAOverse (e.g. integration of social media
platform etc.) – TBD
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Links & Videos

Homepage and Social Media
https://daoverse.games
https://twitter.com/daoverse_games
https://facebook.com/Daoverse
https://tiktok.com/@daoverse
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2RjiuK6uQJDfVLm09NZtBw
Discord: https://t.co/KH3Qk5TqL5

Class Trailers
https://youtu.be/mdec0uNZWW0
https://youtu.be/Eoy2-4N4_wg

Story and Footage
https://www.worldanvil.com/w/teel-shikaka/a/teel-article
https://youtu.be/F9DMTbsTY9Q
https://youtu.be/aJuXCZVV__4
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Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING
HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU
SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH.
NEITHER DAOverse Games (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS
(THE DAOverse TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE DAOverse (AS DEFINED HEREIN)
OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE DAOverse IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY
DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF $DVG TOKENS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION
FUNCTIONX FOUNDATION (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL
BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER
WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE
WEBSITE AT HTTPS://daoverse.games (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR
MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.
PROJECT PURPOSE

All contributions will be applied towards the advancing, promoting the research,
design and development of, and advocacy for the creation of the Infrastructure and
Services for the DAOverse and $DVG. The Company, the Distributor and their
respective affiliates would develop, manage and operate the DVG and the DAOverse.
The Company is acting solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the $DVG
sale, and not in the capacity as a financial adviser or fiduciary of any person with
regard to the sale of $DVG.
NATURE OF THE WHITEPAPER

The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes
only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a
solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether
digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply
any element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy
or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking
is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from
third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or
the DAOverse team have not independently verified the accuracy or completion of such
information. Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the
Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Company
nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this document in
connection therewith.
TOKEN DOCUMENTATION

Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Company, the
Distributor or the DAOverse team to sell any $DVG or NFTs (as defined herein) nor
shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied
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upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the
Whitepaper or the Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or
undertaking as to the future performance of the DAOverse Metaverse and $DVG Coin.
The agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in relation to any
sale, purchase, or other distribution or transfer of $DVG, is to be governed only by
the separate terms and conditions of such agreement.
The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community
discussion only and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any
contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the acquisition of $DVG or the
DAOverse NFTs, and no virtual currency or other form of payment is to be accepted
on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for sale and purchase of
$DVG and/or continued holding of $DVG and NFTs shall be governed by a separate
set of Terms and Conditions or Token Purchase Agreement (as the case may be) setting
out the terms of such purchase and/or continued holding of $DVG and NFTs (the Terms
and Conditions), which shall be separately provided to you or made available on the
Website at the Launch of the Tokens. The Terms and Conditions Documentation must be
read together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the
Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the Terms and Conditions
shall prevail.
DEEMED REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall be
deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the Distributor, their respective
affiliates, and the DAOverse team as follows:
In any decision to purchase any $DVG or NFTs, you have shall not rely on any
statement set out in the Whitepaper or the Website;
You will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory
requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);
You acknowledge, understand and agree that $DVG and the NFTs may have no value,
there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for $DVG and the NFTs,
and $DVG and the NFTs are not an investment product including for any speculative
investment;
None of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the
DAOverse team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of $DVG, the
transferability and/or liquidity of $DVG and/or the availability of any market for $DVG
through third parties or otherwise, same goes for the NFTs; and
You acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to purchase any
$DVG or NFTs if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary
and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the
sale of $DVG or NFTs would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever named),
financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token sales is
prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act
(including without limitation the United States of America, Canada, New Zealand,
People's Republic of China (but not including the special administrative regions of Hong
Kong and Macau, and the territory of Taiwan), Thailand, and the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam); and to this effect you agree to provide all such identity verification document
when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.
The Company, the Distributor and the DAOverse team do not and do not purport to
make, and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any
entity or person (including without limitation warranties as to the accuracy,
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completeness, timeliness or reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website,
or any other materials published by the Company or the Distributor). To the maximum
extent permitted by law, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and
service providers shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including,
without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the part of any
of them, or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising
from the use of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or
its contents (including without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising
in connection with the same. Prospective purchasers of $DVG and NFTs should
carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties (including financial and
legal risks and uncertainties) associated with the $DVG and NFT token sales, the
Company, the Distributor and the DAOverse team.
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes the future
development goals for the DAOverse Metaverse to be developed. In particular, the
project roadmap in the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans
of the DAOverse team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and
does not constitute any binding commitment. Please do not rely on this information in
making purchasing decisions because ultimately, the development, release, and timing
of any products, features or functionality remains at the sole discretion of the
Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates, and is subject to change.
Further, the Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or replaced from time to time.
There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide
recipients with access to any information beyond what is provided herein.
REGULATORY APPROVAL

No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or informally,
of any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website. No such action or
assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules
of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or
the Website does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules
have been complied with.
CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

All statements contained herein, statements made in press releases or in any place
accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by the Company, the
Distributor and/or the DAOverse team, may constitute forward-looking statements
(including statements regarding intent, belief or current expectations with respect to
market conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions
and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements given that these statements involve known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results to be
materially different from that described by such forward-looking statements, and no
independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements or
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assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date
indicated in the Whitepaper, and the Company, the Distributor as well as the DAOverse
team expressly disclaim any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such date.
References to companies and platforms
The use of any company and/or platform names or trademarks herein (save for those
which relate to the Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates) does not
imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in the
Whitepaper or the Website to specific companies and platforms are for illustrative
purposes only.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other than
English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between
the English language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website,
the English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and
understood the English language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
NO DISTRIBUTION

No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed
or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Company or the
Distributor. By attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard
or soft copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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